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Effect of neutron radiation
 Internals, mainly made of stainless steels, are subjected to neutron
radiation from the fission reaction in the fuel
 When neutrons with a high enough energy collide with stainless steel, an
atom can be knocked out from its position = displacement
 Also nuclear heating occur due to neutron absorption, gamma emission
etc.
 The displacements results in formation of vacancies and interstitials
 These, again, result in
 formation of defects, i.e. Frank loops and interstitial loops, and
 inverse Kirkendall effect, i.e. differences in elemental diffusivity,
which results in radiation induced grain boundary segregation
 The dose is expressed as n/cm2 or as dpa = displacement per atom; for
stainless steels in LWR’s 15 dpa= 1022 n/cm2
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Influence of irradiation on stainless steels
 Strength increase;
UTS from >200 to <800
MPa
 Elongation decrease
to fracture from >30 to
<2%
 Fracture toughness
decrease from >200 to
~50 MPa√m
 RIS cause GB Cr
decrease from
>28 to << 13wt%
 The role of Si is
under dispute
 Stresses relax due to
irradiation creep
 Swelling can occur at
high doses
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IASCC issues


Extensive baffle bolt cracking in France and elsewhere has resulted in comprehensive
investigations. An apparent threshold dose of 4 dpa determined by EDF based on field
experience for their GEN2 plants. Westinghouse conclusion similar.



Several open questions remain:



What is the role of the environment / localisation of deformation (EPRI CIR project)



What is the IASCC mechanism? EU-Perform60 project



Does initiation require dynamic
loading? (EDF CIIDS project)



It there a dose threshold for IASCC?



What is the role of the chemical
composition? (ARRM project)



What are the mechanical properties
of high dose materials (EPRI/NRC
ZIRP project)
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Field experience of IASCC

IASCC occurs at lower dose (~1 dpa) in BWR, where the environment is
oxidising
However, the dose accumulation in PWR’s and VVER’s / epy is higher than
in BWR’s
Osa 1: Luento 1.4, Ulla Ehrnstén, VTT, 17.10.2012
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Background information for the VVER 440 case
 Qualified ultrasonic inspections of all core basket bolts at Loviisa Unit 1
were performed in after 27 years of operation and repeated 4 years later
using a slightly different technique with higher accuracy
 Indications were observed in eight vs. four bolts
 All bolts with indications where replaced
 The bolts are M12x29mm bolts made of solution annealed Ti-stabilised
stainless steel of type 0X18H10T (corresponding to Type 321)
 The bolts have a flat slot, which has been filled with weld material, when
the bolts are welded to the washer to avoid unscrewing during operation
 No obvious correlation between dose, location etc. and indication was
revealed based on the NDE
 Three bolts were subjected to failure analysis as a customer assignment,
and further investigations in the ENVIS project
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Structure of the VVER 440 core basket
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Former
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Shielding plate
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Weld
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Shielding plate
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Results from the failure analysis

cracks
 Cracking was detected only in one of three investigated bolts with doses of
2.4, 2.9 and 7.4 dpa
 The dose of the cracked bolt is low for IASCC, only 2.9 dpa
 The washer of this bolt had an unintentional spot weld to the shielding plate
 Both cracks are intergranular
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Results from the failure analysis
~12 o´clock

~12 o´clock

Bolt head shoulder

Bolt mid length

 Both cracks had very small remaining ligaments at opposite locations,
indicating bending of the bolt
 Ultrasonics would not detect the mid-length crack
 All fracture surfaces were oxidised
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Open questions after failure investigation
 The IASCC of the bolt has occurred at the lowest ever (publically) reported
dose of 2.9 dpa and should therefore be brought to international attention
 Could molybdenum disulphide containing grease have been used during
installation?
 Could IASCC have been enhanced by other harmful elements?
 Is the defect and RIS of this bolt in accordance with expectations?
 How are the stresses affected in some detail by the spot weld?

 P. Rajamäki / IVO, 1987
evaluation of the stresses in two
loading cases
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ATEM investigations
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 TEM-specimens were prepared close to the two cracks
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Dislocation loop population quantification
 The average loop density is
2.0 ±0.6 10 23 /m3, which is in
accordance with literature values
for stainless steels with similar
doses.
 The average loop size is ~6 nm,
which is lower than typical
literature values.
 Carbides provide interfaces for
point defect annihilation, which
may partly explain the result.
 Deformation-induced
dislocations are also sinks.
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Analysis of radiation-induced segregation
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Distance from GB, nm

Top 5
Top 3
Max

Fe wt% Cr wt%
bal
16.3 ± 0.5
bal
16.1 ± 0.5
bal
15.5

Ni wt%
19.0 ± 2.0
20.1 ± 1.9
22.3

Si wt%
3.5 ± 0.7
3.8 ± 0.7
4.6

P wt% *)
1.8 ± 0.3
1.9 ± 0.3
2.3

*) The P signal was detected only in five recorded
GB data points (foil 2).
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Hunting for possible harmful elements

 No sulphur or other harmful elements were detected in the SEM/EDS
analyses of the oxide/corrosion products of the cracks
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FE modelling of stresses
 The bolts are subjected to axial and lateral loadings from tightening of the
bolts, weld residual stresses and thermal expansion of parts
 Finite element modelling using Abaqus was performed assuming the lateral
movement to be 0.7mm
Tolerance gap
to account for
thermal
expansion
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FE modelling of stresses

Stresses in design based situation

Stresses in the case with the
un-intentional weld
Good correlation with crack locations!
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Lessons learnt
 The cracking of the bolt with only 2.9 dpa dose is due to IASCC
 The dose is below the generally sited threshold level of 4 dpa
 The amount and density of defects is in accordance with data from other
materials
 The grain boundary Cr segregation is in accordance with literature data. The
Si-level is higher, though
 No harmful elements, which could have enhanced the SCC susceptibility,
were detected
 The un-designed spot welding of the washer to the shielding plate has
resulted in higher than typical stresses
 IASCC is, as all types of SCC, a combination of stress, material and
environment, and thus:
AN APPARENT THRESHOLD VALUE IS APPLICABLE ONLY FOR
SITUATIONS WHERE ALL OTHER PARAMETERS ARE PRE-DETERMINED
 The possibility to investigate the failure and the support from Fortum during
the ENVIS investigations is highly appreciated, as is the funding from VYR,
VTT, OECD Halden and SSM
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